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Kindergarten-Grade 3-Gibbons supplies some history and background before expounding on

leporid-family characteristics, habitats, reproduction, and different breeds. She compares hares to

rabbits and explains the difference between wild and domesticated. Three pages explain how to

care for a pet rabbit and one page is dedicated to rabbit trivia and lore. The watercolor-and-ink

illustrations have a sketchbook quality, and it is sometimes difficult to differentiate among many of

the breeds mentioned. These pictures are not as sharp and clean as those found in the artist's

previous books. Nevertheless, this title is a good read-aloud that will appeal to independent readers

as well.Jill O'Farrell, Tatum Primary School, TX Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc.

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Gibbons introduces rabbits in a large, square-format volume, brightly illustrated in her signature

style. The text puts together a variety of facts on the history, types, physical traits, habits, senses,

and development of wild rabbits, but there is no real connective discourse. Also included are

instructions on caring for pet rabbits. Two pages of captioned drawings indicate the differences



between rabbits and hares. Colored washes and crayon shading enliven the clearly delineated ink

drawings, though in some cases the rabbits have a stuffed-toy look about them. Although this is not

Gibbons' strongest work, it wil be an automatic purchase for many libraries, given the appeal of the

subject and the author-illustrator. Carolyn Phelan --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

It's a decent book written by a subject matter expert. I bought this to teach my kids about the care of

rabbits prior to buying one. They didn't care much for the book but its pretty good nine the less. My

5 yr old and 3 yr old were probably just too young for it.

Gail Gibbons certainly found her niche with illustrated science books for children. "Rabbits, Rabbits,

and More Rabbits!" is no exception. Bright, colorful, with large illustrations and rabbit tidbits filling

each page, it is a great introduction to the world of rabbits.Contained in this square, 10 x 9.8 inch

book are the geological history, differences between wild and tame rabbits and differences within

each of those groups, genetic traits, domestic life, and a total of 16 different breeds of rabbits. A

special section shows children how to take care of a pet rabbit indoors or out and a conclusion of

rabbit lore, including the Easter Bunny. Why does the EB leave eggs? Because in German legend

the Goddess of Spring turned a bird into a rabbit who lay brightly colored eggs and gave them to

children.The watercolor illustrations are attractive and vibrant, making this a possible Easter gift for

children. Maybe one of Beatrix Potter'sThe Tale of Peter Rabbit (Reading Railroad)Ã‚Â orÃ‚Â The

Classic Tales of Brer RabbitÃ‚Â by Joel Chandler Harris would serve as a fictional

companion.Other Gail Gibbons illustrated science books for elementary students include:From

Seed to PlantRecycle!: A Handbook for KidsThe Honey Makers

As described -- fast shipping -- thank you!!

Fun and informative book

Great book for my first graders!

7 yr old grandson enjoyed reading this book.

Did not see it was a grade school book and was very disappointed when receiving, but this was my



error. Expecting an actual book about rabbits. Small book for big price. It's just little more than a

pamphlet. Will donate it to a school as I have no use for anything like this. Good condition, and good

seller.

Rabbits, Rabbits & More Rabbits! looks like fiction but provides a whimsical nonfiction account of

rabbits of all kinds, with drawings used to provide identification of various types of rabbits and their

activities. Kids with a special attraction to bunnies will find this an easy introduction!
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